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Finite-rate chemistry combustion simulations require the computationally expensive di-
rect integration of the chemical source term. In order to reduce the calculation time of
such simulations, an efficient artificial neural network approach is developed. The artificial
neural network consists of a classification methodology to subdivide the thermochemical
state space into smaller clusters and a subsequent multi-layer perceptron for each of the
clusters. Due to the subdivision approach, the multi-layer perceptron size can be kept
small, which guarantees a computationally efficient artificial neural network. For the clas-
sification two different approaches are investigated, namely a self-organizing map and a
k-means binary decision tree. Both methods are tested with respect to their clustering
quality and their performance. Chemical reactors are used to generate training and val-
idation data. The multi-layer perceptron prediction includes all species of the original
chemical mechanism. A priori comparison with direct integration proved the ability of
both methods to give accurate results even for minor species. A posteriori calculations of
ignition delay are conducted over an initial temperature range of 1100 to 1700 K and an
equivalence ratio range of φ = 0.7 to φ = 1.4. While species concentrations and temperature
profiles are reproduced well for most of the initial conditions, the prediction quality of
the artificial neural networks decreases for a few calculations starting at low temperatures.
Performance benchmarks confirmed that the artificial neural network approaches are su-
perior to direct source term integration in terms of computational costs. The benchmarks
also revealed that the k-means binary decision tree-based approach is three times faster
than the self-organizing map approach.
I. Introduction
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) plays an important role in the development of gas turbine and
rocket engine combustors. Due to the increasingly strict pollutant regulations and efficiency requirements,
more accurate numerical simulations are required. Such simulations are very expensive due to the need to
resolve unsteady phenomena like thermo acoustics or to include the formation of pollutants. The major
cost factor in combustion simulations is the integration of the chemical source term which describes the
production or consumption of a chemical species. Especially the prediction of pollutants is very sensitive
and relies on an accurate prediction of chemical species and their sources. Simple, yet efficient combustion
models facilitate or avoid the integration of the source term by making assumptions, which restrict the
generality of the model. More universal models, which directly integrate the chemical source term during
runtime, come with a drastic increase in computational costs. To bridge the gap between costs and accuracy,
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs), which are trained to reproduce the integration of the chemical source
term, promise a significant cost reduction while maintaining a good predictive accuracy.
The past decade has seen a massive grow in computational power spent on artificial intelligence applica-
tions.1 The latter have also found their way into combustion simulations to e.g. reduce memory requirements
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of tabulated approaches,2–4 close unresolved turbulence chemistry interaction5,6 or increase computational
efficiency.7–15 The possible acceleration rates depend on the implementation, the reaction mechanism size
and the topology of the ANN. Application in a Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS)15 for example showed
an acceleration by a factor of 25, whereas partially stirred reactor simulations have been accelerated by a
factor of up to 1250.9 Application in a combined Large-Eddy Simulation (LES) - Transported Probability
Density Function (TPDF) approach13 achieved an acceleration of a factor of 83. The fact that no major
accuracy issues occurred highlights the potential of ANNs to make sophisticated combustion models afford-
able in CFD. A crucial aspect in using ANNs is their training and in particular the quality of the training
data set. In order to capture combustion phenomena well, the data used to train the ANN has to cover the
whole thermochemical state space which is present in the target flame. Training data is usually generated
by simulations that directly integrate the chemical source term. The calculations can either be performed
for the application case or for simpler, yet still representative, generic flames. Only the latter approach
allows for a universal application of the ANN based simulation. Such generic training data can be extracted
from DNS,10,15 laminar flames4,12–14 or chemical reactor calculations.4,9 In this work we focus on the latter
due to its simplicity and flexibility.
There are two strategies that are encountered most frequently for the calculation of the chemical source
term by means of ANNs. The first approach is based on the subdivision of the thermochemical state space.
This can either be achieved via simple constraints such as high and low temperature regions, or alternatively
through sophisticated neural network structures such as a Self-Organizing Map (SOM).16 The latter are
designed to reduce a high-dimensional space into a one- or two-dimensional subspace and have been used,
for example, in the works of Blasco et al.9 and Franke et al.13 Recently, Nguyen et al.17 used k-means
clustering18 for the subdivision task, which is another widely used algorithm for dividing datasets into
different groups. After the subdivision process, the calculation of the chemical source term is carried out for
each part of the state space by a separate neural network. This generally involves the use of Multi-Layer
Perceptrons (MLPs), which are feedforward neural networks that are capable to reproduce the non-linearity
of the chemical source term. The combination of a clustering approach and MLPs has been shown to provide
good accuracy9,13,17 and seems to be a promising candidate in terms of computational effort, because the size
of the MLPs can be kept small. The second approach that is frequently encountered for the calculation of the
chemical source term using ANNs are single network units that cover the entire thermochemical state space.
This methodology requires much more complex MLP structures such as Deep Neural Networks (DNNs) or
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). The capability of this approach was for example demonstrated
by Wan et al.15 for DNS of a turbulent syngas oxy-flame and by Zhang et al.19 for the homogeneous
autoignition of dimethyl ether.
In this work, the first approach is used, where the subdivision of the thermochemical state space is carried
out with a SOM and the chemistry integration is performed with subsequent MLPs. This entire structure
of networks is referred to as ANN compound. Besides the application of SOMs, a novel clustering strategy
is introduced, which consists of a binary decision tree that is constructed through the k-means clustering
approach. Due to the tree structure, this method should work much more efficiently than for example SOMs.
A similar data structure has recently been used by Wang et al.20 for the classification of several publicly
available datasets. However, to our knowledge, this method has not been used for the clustering and clas-
sification of thermochemical states in the context of combustion simulations. Both clustering methods are
investigated in terms of accuracy and computational time for homogeneous reactor simulations.
II. Methods
In addition to the conservation equations of mass, energy and momentum, detailed reactive flow simu-
lations require the solution of a coupled system of transport equations for Nsp involved chemical species α.









= Sα (Φ) , α = 1, . . . , Nsp. (1)
The left side of Eq. (1) describes the convective and diffusive transport of the species mass fraction Yα of
a species α in a fluid with density ρ and the velocity vector ui. The term ji,α denotes the diffusion mass
flux of α in the xi-direction. The chemical source term Sα (Φ) reflects the production and consumption of
a species α by chemical reactions. It is calculated from a reaction mechanism, which typically comprises a
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large number of elementary reactions. The source term varies in a highly nonlinear manner with the species
mass fractions Yα and temperature T , which are generally summarized in the thermochemical state vector
Φ = [p, T, Y1, Y2, . . . , YNsp ]. However, p is excluded from the state vector Φ in the following analysis, since
an isobaric system is considered. The last species YNsp is excluded as well, since it can be deduced from
the conservation of mass
∑
α Yα = 1. A detailed description of the numerical solution of such combustion
problems can be found in the literature.21,22 Accurate chemical kinetics simulations of most fuels require the
consideration of many species. Consequently, a large number of transport equations must be solved, which
requires a considerable computational effort, especially for the calculation of the source term Sα (Φ). Since
neural networks are based on nonlinear activation functions, they offer the possibility to approximate the
highly nonlinear processes in combustion problems with good accuracy. Besides this, the evaluation through
neural networks requires only little computational effort, since it mostly involves matrix multiplications. The
following sections describe a methodology for the approximation of state changes of a combustion system
with an ANN compound in order to obtain an indirect tabulation of thermochemical states.
A. Preliminaries
In the following, the spatial transport and the diffusion of chemical species in Eq. (1) are neglected. This
results in a perfectly premixed reactor model, where the production and consumption of a species α is






S (Φ) . (2)
Starting from an initial state Φ(t) the mass fractions at a future time step Y(t+ ∆t) can be calculated by






S (Φ) dτ, (3)
where ∆Y = Y(t+∆t)−Y(t) refers to the change in species mass fraction over a time step ∆t. The present
approach for a neural network solver is to determine an approximation function FMLP(Φ; ∆t) in the form of






S (Φ) dτ. (4)
A MLP is a feedforward neural network that is composed of several layers of nodes. It acts as a multidimen-
sional regression function, which consists of nested applications of nonlinear activation functions. Hence,
it can be used to reproduce nonlinear trajectories in the chemical state space, which are encountered in
combustion. A more detailed explanation of the utilized MLP structure is given below in the text. Approx-
imating the chemical source term integral (4) with a well-trained neural network would require very little
computational effort, since it mostly involves matrix multiplications. Thus, it offers a significant speedup for
the estimation of a composition Y(t+ ∆t) compared to the numerical integration of Eq. (3). The unknown
weights of the function FMLP(Φ; ∆t) have to be estimated as the solution of an optimization problem using
predetermined thermochemical states. This is referred to as a supervised training process of the neural
network. However, training of a single MLP over a wide range spanned by the thermochemical state space
turns out to be difficult, since the changes of different species usually have to be approximated with sufficient
accuracy over several orders of magnitude. As a result, the optimization of the function weights converges
very slowly and thus complicates the overall training process. A more promising approach is the division
of the available training states into different clusters and the subsequent training of a composite of several
MLPs FMLP,i(Φ; ∆t). Each of these networks belongs to one cluster and approximates only a sub-region of
the thermochemical state space. This improves the convergence of the training process and the accuracy of
the approximation significantly. Finally, the methodology for regression of the chemical source term using
neural networks can be divided into three parts:
1. Generation of training data using direct numerical integration for a specified numerical time step ∆t.
2. Subdivision of the obtained training states into different clusters based on their position in the ther-
mochemical state space.
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3. Training of a single MLP FMLP,i(Φ; ∆t) for each cluster.
Once all networks are trained and validated, the temporal integration of the system of equations can be
approximated with the entire compound of networks. In order to do so, first a suitable network FMLP,i(Φ; ∆t)
must be selected for a corresponding input state Φ(t), before the new species composition Y(t+ ∆t) is
calculated. In contrast to classical approaches, where the entire state space is tabulated, this methodology
has very low memory requirements, since only the MLP weights and the composite structure of the networks
must be stored. This also results in a methodology which allows easy parallelization.
B. Training data generation
Suitable data for the network training is generated by the numerical integration of the system of equations
given in Eq. (3). For this purpose, an isobaric, adiabatic, perfectly premixed reactor model is employed. The






ω̇α (Φ) , α = 1, . . . , Nsp. (5)
Here, Wα represents the molecular weight and ω̇α (Φ) the production rate of species α. The latter is a
nonlinear function, which depends on the temperature T , the species mass fractions Yα, and the chemical
kinetics of the underlying reaction mechanism. An adiabatic and isobaric system is assumed, which allows
the temperature to be derived from the caloric equation of state on the condition that ∂h/∂t = 0.
The entire system of equations is advanced in time for different initial equivalence ratios φ0 of fuel and
oxidizer and for different starting temperatures T0. Sufficiently small integration time steps ∆t are required
to ensure numerical stability. Thus, a few variations of initial conditions already result in a large number of
data samples Ns,total, if every single state along a trajectory is chosen. To prevent an over-representation of
certain regions in the state space and to reduce the overall amount of data, only a subset of all generated
samples is used. For this, the temperature and all species along all generated trajectories are normalized
























where Φ(ts) refers to a single state space sample at time ts. The values of Φ
(min) and Φ(max) denote the
minimum and maximum values of all generated states, respectively. A factor of κ = 0.1 is chosen for the
logarithmization, which has also been utilized in the work of Zhang et al.19 Note, that the logarithmization
step is not applied for the temperature. Next, only those samples are selected for the upcoming training,
which differ sufficiently from their preceding state. The selection is based on the vector norm of two consec-
utive normalized states with respect to a preset threshold ε = 10−5. This results in the final set of training




∥∥∥Φ̂(ts + ∆t)− Φ̂(ts)∥∥∥
2
> ε, s = 1, . . . , Ns,total
}
. (7)
The resulting training data for a representative trajectory is shown as an example in Fig. 1.
C. Training data subdivision
Once the training data has been generated and reduced, the samples must be clustered before they can
be used as input data for the training of the MLPs FMLP,i(Φ,∆t). One possible approach for this task
would be a simple cartesian subdivision of the thermochemical state space. However, the selected training
states from the perfectly premixed reactor merely represent a subset of the entire thermochemical state
space. Moreover, they also cover only a small fraction of all possible states that would occur, for example,
in technical flames. Thus, a cartesian subdivision would result in a high number of regions that are not
covered by any training samples. Likewise, a few regions would contain many samples, which would suppress
the advantages of the subdivision. It is much more effective to group only the available dataset of training
states into several clusters. This can be addressed using an unsupervised learning process, where no target
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Figure 1: Exemplary trajectory of a perfectly premixed reactor calculation. The points represent extracted
training samples S used for training the networks. Only every tenth sample is shown for reasons of clarity.
variables are provided for clustering the high-dimensional training data. In this work, this task is realized
with two different approaches, namely SOMs and k-Means Binary Decision Trees (KMBDTs). Both methods
are described in detail in the following sections.
1. Self-Organizing Map
A SOM is a neural network type that consists of a single input and a single output layer. It was introduced
by Kohonen16,23 and can be used to transform high-dimensional data into a structured representation. In
this work, the network input nodes refer to the features of the normalized Nsp-dimensional input state vector
Φ̂ = [T , Ŷ1, . . . , ŶNsp−1]
T . The nodes in the output layer are arranged in a two-dimensional lattice and each
node i is associated to a vector of weights wi =
[
wi,1, wi,2, . . . , wi,Nsp
]T
. The training process involves a
consecutive presentation of training samples to the SOM. In every training iteration s, all output nodes
compete for a presented training input sample Φ̂
(s)
. The node n(s), that features the most similar weights
w
(s)
n compared to Φ̂
(s)
, is referred to as the best-matching unit.24 Its index is estimated through




, i = 1, 2, . . . , Ncl, (8)
where Ncl refers to the number of clusters in the SOM output nodes in total. The weights of the best-















with a learning rate η(s) and a neighborhood function h
(s)
i,n, both of which change along with the number of













where ri and rn refer to the lattice position of output node i and n
(s) in the two-dimensional SOM structure,





and the learning rate η(s) is adjusted in a similar way. A more detailed description of SOM can be found
in the literature.23–26 The training process is finished when a maximum iteration smax is reached. Figure 2
shows an example SOM network on the left, which is trained for a generic two-dimensional input dataset,
as well as the interconnectivity between the output nodes. A trained SOM network is able to assign a
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corresponding best-matching unit to an input vector which is not contained in the training dataset. This
is referred to as classification. The usage of a SOM is twofold within this work. First, the network is used
to partition the reduced training dataset S into Ncl subsets of state samples, which ideally should feature
similar sizes. Every SOM output node i is then connected to a separate MLP FMLP,i(Φ,∆t), which is trained
with the respective subset samples. Once the training is completed, the trained SOM network is used in the
final ANN compound to select an appropriate MLP FMLP,i(Φ,∆t) for a given input state Φ.
2. k-Means Binary Decision Tree
The determination of the two-dimensional SOM structure can be very time-consuming for large datasets. It
is also possible that the number of distributed samples may vary significantly for different clusters. Besides
this, to find a best-matching unit in a trained SOM network, it is required to traverse every single SOM
output node. This can become time-consuming if a large SOM structure is employed. We propose a different
data structure for the clustering which intents to overcome these shortcomings and which is referred to as
KMBDT. In this approach, a cluster of training data is divided recursively into two further sub-clusters, as
long as these do not fall below a prescribed number of samples. Every sub-cluster is connected to its parent,
in order to create a binary decision tree structure in a top-down manner. An example of a corresponding
division tree structure is given in Fig. 2 on the right. The splitting operation is based on the k-means
clustering approach, which is applied for every sub-cluster. The k-means clustering18 is a well-established
strategy for the unsupervised partitioning of a set of higher-dimensional sample vectors into k clusters. In the
current approach, the partitioning is performed for k = 2. Similarly to SOM, every cluster i is associated to
a weight vector wi. These weights can be chosen randomly at the beginning of the training process. During
a training iteration s, all training samples Φ̂ in S are distributed among k subsets S
(s)
i , each of which is













, j = 1, . . . , k, i 6= j
}
. (12)












where Ns,i refers to the number of samples in S
(s)
i . This process is repeated until the weights do not change
any more. Again, for a detailed description on the k-means algorithm, we refer to the literature.18,25–28 Upon
the classification stage, the tree is traversed along the nodes, whose weights feature the smallest Euclidean
distance to a given input sample. On average, the lookup time scales with O(log2 (Ncl)), where Ncl refers
to the total number of clusters in the tree. For comparison, the lookup time for the SOM approach scales
with O(Ncl), and is thus considerably higher for large networks. Similar to the SOM approach, the KMBDT
structure is used for both clustering the training data and classifying input states for the trained ANN
compound.
D. Neural network training
Once the data is clustered, either using a SOM or a KMBDT, the training of the actual nonlinear MLPs
is conducted. In the SOM structure, every output node and its associated training data is assigned to a
network FMLP,i(Φ; ∆t), whereas in the KMBDT, this is done only for the leaf nodes. A MLP is basically
a nonlinear multidimensional regression model that maps an input vector x onto an output vector y. It
consists of an input and an output layer which are connected by one or more intermediate layers. The latter
are also referred to as hidden layers.25 Each of these layers consists of a number of nodes, which may differ
from layer to layer. A schematic MLP is shown in Fig. 3. At each node of the intermediate and output




wp,q,r xp,r + wp,q0
 . (14)
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Figure 2: Example clustering for a generic two-dimensional dataset using the SOM approach (left) and
the KMBDT (right). The black segments highlight the interconnectivity between network nodes. For the











Figure 3: Schematic structure of a MLP with a single intermediate layer. The connections between nodes
represent the unknown coefficients wp,q,r.
Here, yp+1,q is the output value of node q in layer p, which comprises a total of Nlp nodes. The input
value xp,r originates from a node r in a previous layer, which is connected to node p. This input data is
weighted by the unknown coefficients wp,q,r and an offset factor wp,q0. The result is then passed to the
nonlinear activation function g(x). The number of intermediate layers and the number of nodes in each
intermediate layer represent the major degrees of freedom in generating a MLP. Correspondingly, networks
with a higher number of nodes and layers are able to capture more complex relationships in the datasets.
In this work, the state vectors Φ
(s)
are used as network inputs, which are normalized with their cluster
minima and maxima. The network aims to predict a corresponding normalized difference between two states
∆Φ
(s)
= Φ(ts + ∆t)−Φ(ts). During the training process, defined input values are presented to the network
and the corresponding network output ∆Φ
(s)
ANN is compared with known target values ∆Φ
(s)
Target. The latter
stem from the numerical integration of the system of equations (3). The coefficients wp,q,r and wp,q0 are
adjusted iteratively using a gradient descent optimization, such that the following loss function is minimized
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It aims to prevent the network from being trained for non-physical mass fractions or negative temperatures.






whereas values from the output layer are weighted and passed through a sigmoid function
gsigmoid(x) =
1
1 + exp (−x)
. (18)
For a more comprehensive description on the MLP training we refer to the literature.25,26,29 Finally, the
fully trained ANN compound can be used to approximate Eq. (3) through the following steps:





to select the best-matching MLP by using either the SOM or the KMBDT approach.











6. Calculate the state vector at the next time step as Φ(ts + ∆t) = Φ
(s) + ∆Φ(s).
Note that the different normalization procedures are necessary to achieve a good separation of the state
space on the one hand and a good accuracy of the MLP calculations on the other hand.
III. Application of ANN methodology
In this section, the methodology introduced above will be applied to well stirred chemical reactors of
hydrogen and oxygen. First, the mechanism, the test dataset and the results of the two data clustering
approaches are introduced. Next, an a priori comparison of the SOM-based and the KMBDT-based ANN
compounds is performed, followed by an a posteriori validation as a basis to check their ability to perform
as a chemical reactor. Finally, the computational costs of both ANN approaches are compared to the costs
of direct integration.
A. Setup
In order to demonstrate the applicability of the presented method, a reduced hydrogen oxidation mecha-
nism30,31 is utilized. This mechanism consists of 21 reversible reactions as well as the eight reactive species
H2,O2,H2O,H,O,OH,HO2 and H2O2. The training data is generated from adiabatic, isobaric, perfectly
premixed reactor calculations using the Cantera software32 for direct integration. A total of 3600 initial con-
ditions of the reactors are distributed over a temperature range between T = 900 K to T = 1700 K as well as
an equivalence ratio interval between φ = 0.5 to φ = 1.7. As indicated in Fig. 4, a large fraction of the start-
ing conditions is located in the range of low temperatures and low equivalence ratios. The perfectly premixed
reactor model is integrated with a time step size of ∆t = 1× 10−8 s over a time span of t = 4× 10−4 s. This
duration ensures that all simulations reach a steady state. Due to the aforementioned data reduction, only
0.7% of all created data points are used for training and testing of the ANN. In order to investigate different
clustering approaches, the SOM and the KMBDT are trained with this dataset. The SOM nodes are located
on a two-dimensional grid with 45×20 nodes. Some nodes are assigned to an insufficient number of samples,
so that a total of 875 MLPs results. Python’s MiniSom implementation33 is utilized for SOM training. The
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Figure 4: Starting conditions used for the training data generation, every dot represents a chosen combination
of T0 and φ0 for the generation of a state space trajectory.
trained KMBDT consists of 13 layers and 1168 leaf nodes, which corresponds to the number of MLPs for
the resulting ANN compound. The software package scikit learn28 is used for the k-means clustering. For
both methods, a minimum number of 500 samples is specified for a cluster to be valid. SOM nodes that
feature less samples are joined with their nearest neighbor nodes. In the KMBDT method, a node is not split
further if one of its children contains less than the prescribed 500 samples. Python’s deep learning library
pyTorch29 is utilized for the actual MLP training process. Each MLP unit consists of two hidden layers
with 15 neurons each and nine input and output layers for each species and the temperature. As activation
function, the softsign function (Eq. (17)) is used for the hidden layers and the sigmoid function (Eq. (18))
for the output layer. The associated training samples for an MLP are further split into 12 batches, in order
to accelerate the training convergence. The training for a single MLP is carried out for 10000 epochs, such
that the loss function (Eq. (15)) features values in the range of O(10−5). The entire network compound as
well as the classification procedures are implemented in the C programming language, in order to compare
the present methodology to the direct integration in terms of performance.
Figure 5 shows how both clustering approaches cover the temperature-OH space of the training dataset.
Both SOM and KMBDT subdivide the temperature-OH space unevenly; many MLP nodes are found either
at high temperatures or at low OH mass fractions, while fewer nodes are found in between. This is due to
the fact that the nine-dimensional state space is projected into two dimensions in this plot. Differences of
both approaches can be seen at high temperatures and OH mass fractions. Here, the KMBDT covers the
temperature-OH space more regularly, while the SOM approach assigns larger parts of the training dataset
to the corresponding MLP nodes. Furthermore, the SOM approach shows outliers, to which no data can
be assigned. They are caused by the necessity to define a fixed number of SOM nodes prior to the SOM
training, which does not automatically match the optimal number of nodes. We decided to use slightly more
nodes than necessary. This ensures that the clustering is optimal for the nodes to which data is assigned but
slightly increases the calculation time. In contrast, the number of KMBDT nodes is flexibly assigned during
the KMBDT training, which is why no outliers are present with this approach.
In order to quantify the quality of data clustering, two quantization errors are computed for the SOM


















, j = 1, ...Nnn
}
(20)
quantifies how well data is distributed between the clusters. The MSE uses the distance between a data
point xi and the closest node wc(i) as a measure. Ns is the number of data points in the dataset. The closer
the data points are located to the corresponding node, the better the quality of the data clustering. The
DB measures how well the clustered or quantized datasets are separated from each other by means of the
MSE of data points belonging to the ith node µi and the distance of the node centers. Table 1 presents the
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Figure 5: Representation of the nodes with associated training samples in temperature-OH space of the
SOM (left) and the KMBDT (right). Each point denotes one MLP and pseudo colors indicate the node
number of the MLPs.




accuracy of the clustering methods. The magnitude of the MSE and the DB appear reasonable for both
the SOM and the KMBDT approach. This proofs the success of the clustering and justifies the procedure.
Furthermore, both clustering methods exhibit a similar quantization error. Hence, no method appears to be
superior in terms of clustering accuracy for the chosen dataset.
B. A priori validation
The ANN compounds are validated against a test data set generated by the ODE solver. Its starting
conditions cover a temperature range between T = 1200 K to T = 1700 K and an equivalence ratio interval
between φ = 0.7 to φ = 1.5. This validation data set has not been used for the training process. In principle
it is possible to use the whole T − φ range which was used to generate the training data also for validation.
However, it is found that both ANN approaches tend to fail at the outer parts of the training T − φ range,
especially towards low temperatures. This is mainly due to errors of the minor species H2O2 by a few
MLP in these marginal areas. If only a small amount of H2O2 is present at low temperatures, its change
is overestimated, ultimately leading to the failure of the ANN compounds. A quantitative comparison of
both clustering methods that includes these parts would be meaningless, which is why we decided to use a
narrower part of the T − φ range.
Every single data point of the validation dataset consists of gas composition and temperature and can
be used as an initial condition for a single iteration of the ANN. This enables a comparison of the prediction
of a single time step between the ANN and direct integration (Eq. (3)). Two criteria that assess the quality
of the ANN prediction are the root mean square error normalized by the standard deviation (NRMSE) and
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Table 2: NRMSE (Eq. (21)) and NMB (Eq. (22)) values for temperature and all species mass fractions.
NRMSE SOM NRMSE KMBDT NMB SOM (%) NMB KMBDT (%)
T 2.073× 10−3 1.8639× 10−3 0.03 0.03
H2 5.466× 10−3 5.0396× 10−3 0.01 0.01
H 7.297× 10−3 6.5217× 10−3 −0.01 −0.08
O2 5.414× 10−3 5.3228× 10−3 0.00 −0.00
OH 5.420× 10−3 5.2533× 10−3 −0.02 −0.04
O 8.360× 10−3 8.3038× 10−3 −0.01 −0.30
H2O 4.784× 10−3 4.6992× 10−3 0.00 0.00
HO2 5.655× 10−3 5.2805× 10−3 −0.04 −0.30
H2O2 8.039× 10−3 9.2164× 10−3 −0.42 −1.34

































α,ANN is a predicted difference between two states that stems from the ANN compound and with
∆Φ
(n)
α,Target being the corresponding target value from the direct integration. σ (·) indicates the standard
deviation. Table 2 displays the NRMSE and the NMB of the SOM-ANN and the KMBDT-ANN compounds
for each species. For both compounds, the temperature and the major species, i.e. hydrogen, oxygen and
water, exhibit the lowest NRMSE and NMB values, whereas these values are higher for the minor species
like the O- and H-radical. The highest deviation between the ANN compounds and the validation data are
found for H2O2, which is particularly evident from the respective NMB values. This species differs insofar
as it occurs at the lowest concentrations, which could be related to the higher errors. This points to the
importance of a proper data normalization to handle the different orders of magnitudes at which species
mass fractions can occur during combustion. Interestingly, both ANN compounds have very similar trends
in their prediction quality, which is consistent with the previous analysis of the cluster quality. Overall, the
resulting errors are low, thus indicating a very good performance of the employed ANNs.
Figure 6 compares the one-time-step prediction of the SOM-ANN with the validation data. Therefore,
each validation data point is been used as a starting point for one iteration of the ANN solver. The advance
in one single iteration of predicted magnitudes ∆Φα,ANN is compared to the ∆Φα,Target of all points in the
validation dataset. A perfect ANN prediction would result in all predicted points laying on the reference line.
As expected from the global error analysis, the temperature shows the least outliers and an almost perfect
agreement with the validation data. The agreement of the combustion product H2O is still very good, but
outliers are found. The same holds for H2O2. All other species, which are not shown in the plots, exhibit
a similar behaviour and deviate only slightly from the ideal line. Figure 7 shows the same comparison for
the KMBDT-ANN. Even though the plots look slightly different, the same conclusions as for the SOM-ANN
still hold. As for the global error analysis, the plots reveal the similar behaviour of the approaches. It can
be concluded that, even though some outliers exist, the prediction of the both ANN compounds is accurate
in this a priori validation.
C. A posteriori validation
The ability of the ANN compounds to predict the progress of a chemical reactor is evaluated in a second
benchmark, which is referred to as a posteriori validation. Here, the ANN compound is only fed with a
single state as an initial condition. It then must predict the temperature and species mass fractions for
all subsequent time steps up to a total simulation time of t = 4 × 10−4 s. This test case is more complex
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Figure 6: Comparison of the ANN a priori prediction with direct integration target values (black dashed
line) using SOM data clustering.
Figure 7: Comparison of the ANN a priori prediction with direct integration target values (black dashed
line) using KMBDT data clustering.
than the previous investigation, as errors that are introduced into the model in the beginning can have an
effect later on. The same range of starting conditions is employed for the chemical reactor as for the a priori
benchmark. Finally, the ANN results are validated over the entire physical simulation time range against
results from direct integration, which are obtained with Cantera. First, the ability to reproduce the ignition
delay time (IDT) is evaluated, then exemplary trajectories of species mass fractions are compared and finally
the NRMSE is used for a quantitative quality assessment over the whole T − φ validation range.
Figure 8: Normalized IDT error of SOM (left) and KMBDT (right).
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Figure 8 presents the error in IDT prediction of both ANN compounds. The IDT τ is defined as





Both approaches predict the IDT remarkably well, with errors below 1 % over most of the validation T − φ
range. The SOM-ANN features slighly higher errors in the marginal regions where high starting temperatures
are prescribed in combination with high or low equivalence ratios. This is less pronounced for the KMBDT
approach. However, the results show clearly that both methods are capable of predicting the IDT over a
wide range of starting conditions.
Figure 9: Temporal evolution of all quantities predicted by the ANN (solid line) and via direct integration
(dashed line with symbols) at two different starting conditions. Due to the good agreement of the data,
almost all the dashed lines are covered by the solid lines. Left: T = 1200 K and φ = 0.7; right: T = 1700 K
and φ = 1.5.
Figure 9 shows the temporal evolutions of temperature and all species mass fractions predicted with
the SOM approach and with Cantera via direct integration. The conditions are chosen to demonstrate the
ability of the SOM-ANN compound to give accurate predictions at both lean and rich, as well as low and
high temperature conditions. For brevity, the respective results of the KMBDT-ANN are not shown, since
these are almost identical in both cases. At both conditions, no difference between the results predicted
by the SOM-ANN and by direct integration can be observed. The ANN is able to predict maximum and
final species concentrations and temperature with great accuracy. It is remarkable that all species of the
mechanism are predicted well. Also the different dynamics i.e. a slow ascend or a fast rise in mass fraction,
are predicted well. Despite of the already mentioned complications at the low temperature margin of the
training data, the results clearly demonstrate the general ability of the chosen ANN compounds to calculate
chemical reactors, not only for major species but for all species of a chemical mechanism.
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Figure 10: NRMSE of Temperature, H2O- and H2O2 mass fraction prediction of the SOM-ANN (top) and
the KMBDT-ANN (bottom).
A more comprehensive analysis and a quantitative a posteriori validation of the ANN-compounds can
be done by the NRMSE. Figure 10 presents the NRMSE of temperature, H2O and H2O2 for both ANN
compounds over the entire validation range. All trends observed in the a priori validation and the IDT
prediction can be observed here as well. The quality of the ANN prediction is very good for most of
the validation range, but decreases towards the temperature maximum and minimum. Errors are very
low for the temperature and the combustion product H2O and higher for the intermediate species H2O2.
Interestingly, the error for the latter tends to increase in the low temperature range. Both the SOM-ANN
and the KMBDT-ANN show the same trends and error magnitudes. With this comprehensive analysis it
is finally possible to conclude that the investigated ANN compounds are valid estimators for a chemical
reactor system. In particular the ability to predict not only the major species, but also the minor species
like radicals is demonstrated.
D. Computational costs
The main goal of the introduction of ANNs instead of using direct integration is to save computational time.
This assumption is verified in this section by benchmarking both the SOM-ANN and the KMBDT-ANN as
well as Cantera. In total 400 chemical reactors have been calculated for the comparison. Table 3 shows the
mean simulation time of a chemical reactor and the relative speedup. All computations have been performed
on a single Intel R© CoreTMi7-8700 processor with 3.20 GHz. The SOM-ANN outperforms Cantera by a
factor of 2.37. In contrast, the KMBDT-ANN is even faster with a performance increase by a factor of 9.00.
Thus, the KMBDT-ANN is more than three times as fast as the SOM-ANN, although it consists of a larger
number of MLPs. Since the exact same MLP architecture is used for both compounds, the difference is
due to the clustering methods. To choose the best-matching MLP, the SOM-ANN needs to compute the
distance between the input values and all 875 SOM nodes at every iteration. The KMBDT is more efficient
because the maximum amount of distance calculations equals the depth of the tree, which corresponds to a
maximum of 13 layers in this work. This large difference in the number of distance calculations results in
the better performance of the KMBDT-ANN compound.
IV. Conclusions
In this work, a framework for an efficient neural network approach that should replace the computationally
tedious direct integration in combustion problems was developed. The application of the methodology
consists of two steps. First, a classification of the thermochemical state space into different clusters is
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Table 3: Runtime comparison of ODE and ANN solvers.
Approach mean simulation time (s) relative speedup
Cantera (ODE) 0.45 1.00
SOM ANN 0.19 2.37
KMBDT ANN 0.05 9.00
employed. This is followed by the application of a MLP for each cluster. Two methods are tested to perform
the clustering, namely SOM and KMBDT. SOM has been used in various previous works of other groups
and has shown good results in combination with MLPs so far. KMBDT, on the other hand, uses a binary
decision tree structure in order to separate the thermochemical state space. This has the advantage that
the determination of the best-matching unit is, in most cases, more efficient than SOM and thus computing
time can be saved. A particular property of the employed methodology is the consideration of all species,
which is necessary for a correct prediction of IDTs.
The methodology was tested with a hydrogen oxidation mechanism that contains eight species. Training
data is generated using an adiabatic isobaric perfectly stirred reactor model at different starting temperatures
and starting equivalence ratios. The data is clustered using one of the two mentioned clustering methods
and, subsequently, one MLP is trained for each cluster. About 1170 clusters are utilized for the KMBDT
and 875 for the SOM clustering method. The a priori validation for both SOM-ANN and KMBDT-ANN
shows very good results for the majority of the species. Only for the minor species, especially H2O2, slightly
larger deviations occur. In predicting the evolution of a complete chemical reactor, both methods generate
thermochemical state space trajectories and corresponding IDTs that fit remarkably well to results obtained
by direct integration. This is achieved over a temperature range from 1200 K to 1700 K and equivalence
ratios from 0.7 to 1.5. However, greater deviations appear for lower temperatures, which are close to the
limit of the training interval, especially at lower temperatures. It turns out that these errors are majorly
attributed to an incorrect prediction of minor species. This highlights the importance of an appropriate data
normalization technique for both the clustering and the prediction via MLPs.
In addition to the excellent results with various specified starting conditions, speedups of 2.4 and 9.0 in
comparison to an established direct integration method are achieved using SOM-ANN and KMBDT-ANN,
respectively. For mechanisms that include more species and reactions it is expected that the speedups are even
higher. Furthermore, the performance could be increased even further by training the ANN compound for
larger computational time steps. This greatly illustrates the time saving potential of the presented method,
when it is combined with a CFD solver for detailed combustion simulations of technical applications. Future
works need concentrate on improvements in the training process and the selection of the training data set,
so that the integration of the method in a CFD solver can be achieved.
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